**3rd Call for Paper**

The UIA 2017 Seoul is a premier forum for professionals and future leaders in the field of architecture to exchange the best and latest practices, visions, and first-hand experience. Participants will have various opportunities to meet world's leading architects, industry leaders and representatives from relevant organizations from all over the world.

Submit an abstract and be part of the future of architecture.

Submit an Abstract

**Meet Outstanding Speakers**

- **John Peponis**  
  Professor, Georgia Institute of Technology, Architecture

- **Dominique Perrault**  
  Architect, Dominique Perrault Architecture

- **Hani Rashid**  
  Architect, Asymptote

- **Kengo Kuma**  
  Professor, University of Tokyo

Meet other speakers of UIA 2017 SEOUL
**International Ideas Competition**

*Post-human Urbanity: A Biosynthetic Future on Namsan*

**Introduction**

The main goal of the International competition, sponsored by the UIA World Congress, Seoul 2017, is to solicit new visions for a central site in Seoul, with a particular focus on biosynthetic ecology as a vehicle for urban regeneration. The Metropolitan Government of Seoul has recently shifted its direction for urban growth toward a more socially sustainable model of urban regeneration, encouraging the residents and community groups to initiate change from the bottom up. The competition expects to generate thoughtful and provocative ideas for Haebangchon, which is a village on Namsan and one of the most important regeneration sites in Seoul.

**Submission Deadline**

May 31, 2017

---

**Meet the first registrant**

*Graeme BRISTOL, Executive of Centre for Architecture & Human Rights, Canada*

**Q. How did you learn about the UIA 2017 Seoul?**

A. I learned of the Seoul congress while I was at the UIA Tokyo congress in 2011. I was one of the winners of the FKA-sponsored international competition for research papers. I must say I appreciated FKA’s innovative efforts to recognize research papers as part of the architectural spectrum of interests.

**Q. What do you want to get from the UIA 2017 Seoul?**

A. My main purpose there will be to form alliances with other like-minded architects who would like to see greater opportunities for and recognition of community architecture in architecture schools and in the practice of our profession.

**Q. What made you to register at the UIA 2017 Seoul?**

A. I hope to be presenting a paper there. This would be on the proposed UNESCO Chair in Human Rights and Community Architecture developed by my Centre for Architecture and Human Rights and to be hosted (I hope) at King Mongkut’s University of Technology Thonburi in Thailand. Along with research and a demonstration building programme, part of this UNESCO Chair proposal would be to create the first rights-based professional degree in architecture.

Registrants from 21 countries have registered for the UIA 2017 Seoul as of today. The UIA 2017 Seoul Organizing Committee looks forward to learn about your expertise and hear your stories at the Congress. Register today and share your insights and stories with us.

[Register today]
Design crazy-looking government offices
- Seoul City Hall

Erect beautiful art and construction fences
- Yeongdong-daero Art Fences

Light up your city at night.
- Seoul Night View

Mix up your styles
- French Restaurant in Korean Traditional Architecture